


1. Complete Module 8.01 
and take the FORMS 

activity Quiz

2. Complete Module 8.01 
and take the FORMS 

activity Quiz When you finish you 
can read books on 

EPIC about our 
government



Created by: Marcy Grauer

DAY 1





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMdD6TTDZ_g


competition: the act of trying to win 
something.

solve: to find the answer to a problem.

custom: something that people have done for 
a long time.

occasion: a special time or event.

organization: the process of putting things in 
order.



dream: has a desired goal or purpose.

amazing: causing great wonder or surprise.

bored: not interested in something.

discovery: something found for the first time.

proud: feeling good about yourself or 
something.



The characters in a realistic fiction 
story may be

Major character: The main character 
and other characters who are 

important to the plot.

Minor characters: Characters who do 
not play an essential role in the lot of 

events.

Characters may narrate as a character 
within the story this is called first-person 

point of view.

Or Narrate as an observer this s called 
third-person point of view.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_th286VYeo


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGrbVelGJOI&t=13s


Add page 
numbers where 
you found the 
word in the 

story.



10:25 A.M.
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discovery: something found for the first time.
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Major character: The main character 
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Add page 
numbers where 
you found the 
word in the 

story.



1. Complete Module 8.01 
and take the FORMS 

activity Quiz
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2:30 P.M.


